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1. INTRODUCTION

Natural geophysical

media are usually inhomogeneous

scatterers with different sizes, shapes, and permittivities.
species media focused
mixture

on calculations

theory was presented

and contain various species of

Much of the early work on multi-

of effective permittivities.

A multiphase

by Tinga et al. [1979] with a summary

mixture relations derived by many authors.

In a study of heterogeneous

of most important
earth media such

as brine-saturated

rocks, it was found that the particle shape plays a major

effective electrical

properties

for effective permittivities
et al.

characterized

by mixing formulas

[Wait,

dielectric

role in the

1989]. Expressions

of media with multiphase ellipsoids have been derived by Sihvola

[1988] whose results lead to generalized

coherent potential- quasicrystalline

approximation

Lorentz-Lorenz,

Polder-van

formulas with applications

Santen,

and

to snow and

sea ice.
Theabove
include
effective

formulations

scattering

account forabsorption

effects, the strong permittivity

permittivities

[ Tsang and Kong,

of multi-species

1981a,b;

frequencies

For multi-species

with the strong fluctuation

fective propagation

constants

and quasicrystalline

with coherent potential

Effective permittivities
media,

However,

are obtained

ing radar data, electromagnetic
derived.

Conventional

containing
Polarimetric
bedded

physical

backscattering

approximations

particles, ef-

[Ding and Tsang, 1989].

and attenuation

in inhomogeneous

of the media from

remote

sens-

from multiple species of scatterers needs to be

coefficients

are calculated

with a model of sea ice

spherical scatterers in isotropic media with rough surfaces [ Tjuatja et al., 1992].
signatures

in anisotropic

of sea ice are derived with a model for ellipsoidal
layered media with rough interfaces

models consider a single species of scatterers (two-phase
the inhomogeneities
with a theoretical

are dominantly

and structures

spheroidal

[ Tsang et al., 1990].

scatterers

mixture)

et al., 1999].

em-

These

and are applicable

when

It is shown

[Lang et al., 1999] that different species with

can cause large variations

cients of pine trees for vertical polarization
of multi-species

[lfghiem

inclusions

consisted of scatterers of the same types.

model of forest backscatter

different permittivities

theory

theory at microwave

for spherical scatterers under quasicrystalline

characteristics

scattering

brine and air inclu-

media with densely distributed

describe wave propagation

to interpret

To

theory is used to calculate

Tsang et al., 1982]. For sea ice containing
are computed

198fl.

fluctuation

media,

media such as dry and wet snow and vegetation

sions, effective permittivities
[Slogryn,

loss intheinhomogeneous

at C band.

in backscattering

Polarimetric

coeffi-

signatures of a layer

are also studied based on vector radiative

transfer

,

4
In this paper,
from thesame
the above

physical

referenced

wave propagation,
analytic

both effective
description
papers

permittivities

ofinhomogeneous

and polarimetric

wave theory, which simultaneously

formation,

differences,

absorption

multiple interactions

heterogeneous
multi-species

media.

non-spherical

scatterers.

scattering

These calculations

involve numerical

signatures
in examples

are also obtained

for vegetation,

model

shape,

losses, preservation
and polarimetric

of phase in-

signatures of the

are derived with random orientations

in the covariance

integrations

for

multiple species, ellipsoidal

and scattering

matrix

of the

is applied to cal-

[Nghiem et al., 1990].

over Eulerian angles; however,
approximation.

analyt-

Polarimetric

mixing and various scatterer shapes are presented

snow, ice sheet, and sea ice.

2. EFFECTIVE

The effective permittivity

PERMITTIVITY

of a heterogeneous

part and a scattering-effect

part corresponding

in the following

[ Tsang and Kong,

expression

a consistent

with

of the

under the low-frequency

of media with multi-species

The difference

The distorted Born approximation

coefficients

are derived

under the framework

with layer boundaries,

culate polarimetric

ical expressions

scattering

considers

Effective permittivities

signatures

layered media.

is that this present work presents

attenuation,

large permittivity

and polarimetric

medium is composed

of a quasi-static

to the first and second terms, respectively,
1981a]

(1)

where ? is the unit dyad, Co is the permittivity
and ~ is a dyadic coefficient.

of free space> Z9 is an auxiliary permittivity~

For a medium containing

N species, effective dyadic scatterer

,

5

,.

under the condition

1jm< 1. In

I[?~~~

(2),

subscript

i stands for species i, k. is the

wave number in free space, I’$~~~m is the variance, and p(cv, ~, ~) is the probability
function

of orientations

dom orientation
the isotropic
permittivity

given by Eulerian

distribution

of the multi-species

form of the Green’s
tensor becomes

function

~~

scatterers
[Nghiem

local correlation

This requires

function.

with the Fourier transform

For ellipsoids,

@it(~’)

takes on the

lengths in the local coordinates

to the minor, the meridian, and the major axes of an ellipsoidal scatterer of

species i. The local principal
global coordinate
To facilitate
coordinates

is considered.

the ran-

et al,, 1990] and the auxiliary

species i are described

in which lizj, Iiyl, and Iizj are three different correlation
corresponding

In this paper,

~~ = C9?.

The size and shape of scatterer
@it (~’) of the normalized

angles a, ~, and ~.

density

coordinate

system (z’, y’, z’ ) of an ellipsoid is related to the

system (x, y, z) by Eulerian angles a, /3, and ~ as shown in appendix
the derivation,

the following

A.

principal variances are defined in the local

as
6i.$j/k/

= ~i~kjjj

where j‘, k’ = x’, y’, z’, subscript

= fsifb

(~ijl

– (bj’)((ik’

– (bk’)

si denotes scatterer (indicated

(4)

by s) species i, subscript

*

6
b is for the background

For the background,
~~i by background

medium,

and the following

(5) is used with subscript

permittivity

rot ates the principal

definitions have been used

replacedby

@. In the global coordinates,

band

species permittivity

the Eulerian transformation

variances 6itj 1~1 to

~g]k,m
=

~i~x’xlaxjkaxltn

+ ~i~x)~taxjkayltn

+ &i,$y’x’Clyjk Clxlm + ~i~y’y’ayjkaylm

+ &~y’z’ayjkazlm

+ 6i(zlxlUzjk

+ ~i~z’z’azjkazlm

Uxlna + ~i,f.’y’a.jkaylm

where aj ~1‘s have been defined in appendix
The condition

+ ~i~xlz’axjkazltn

of secular elimination

B.
is used to derive c~ and ~ [ Tsang et al., 1981a;

Yueh et al., 1990; Nghiem et al., 1999a, b]. This condition
ensemble

average is obtained

In (7), the probability

(6)

imposes

(~(~))

= O where the

by

density function

of orientations

for randomly

oriented scatterers is
(8)

p(a, P, -y) = sin /3/(87r2)

which renders:9

isotropic.

As shown in appendix

with the secular elimination

.f~ ((bz’

condition

+ (by’

+ <bz’)

B, this orientation

distribution

together

cast (7) into

+ ~fsi
i=l

(tiz’

+ fry’ + Ciz’)

= o

(9)
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where f’s have been defined by (5),
the frequency
elimination
following

independent
condition,

Elements

of ~i are calculated

with the removal of

parts in the effective scatterer terms as required by the secular

Applying

the symmetry

of the ellipsoidal

function

leads to the

results

(lOa)

where principal branch cuts and principal Rlemann sheets have been chosen for the square
root and the inverse tangent functions,
numerically

In (10), the integrations

over # can be carried out

and a~ and -yi are defined as

flj

=-t–l

(ha)

(llb)

(llC)

Then, the average dyadic coefficient

(~)

in (1) is determined

N fsi
= $(sbzj
•sb.~ +sb.j)l+~ ~(si.1

by

+ Si,z! + si.t)~

=

ST

(12)

i=l
where

Eb =

an iteration

~

fsi~i/

method.

~

.f.i.

Equations

(9) and (12) are used to solve for e~ and S’s with

8
To complete

the calculation

of the effective

permittivity,

let the quantity

in the

brackets in (2) be

(13)

In the local coordinate%, ~i(?’ ) is a diagonal tensor whose elements are

where Iij 1involves the integration

of dyadic Green’s function and correlation

function.

The

result for Iiz j is
2X

IizI =
Io

d~ =(Z;@
Teg

R+w —
x:+=–$--jO,&
i [

l+aiv~zl
~

#

Z:@=g
i [

(

Ir – tan-l
–
2

e

?90(ad+2)-(b+aiVjz,

)1

)

T
~–tan-l—
(

~ow?

~=%?+c
—,
’00=b–1,

(15b)

1

(15C)
)]

m

(15e)

tie=b+~

CLi

The symmetry

R

—
&

+

0

(15a)

+ Z:o)

.

of the ellipsoid is used again to find ~iz~ and

Iix’(eix’, ~iy’,

Elements of ~i(? ) in the global coordinates

Vix’axkl

are

simply

~’tz’) = Iiz’(~iz’,4iY’tL’x’)

To rotate ~i(;’ ) into the global coordinates,

Vikl =

~iy~ which

the Eulerian transformation

(16)

is applied.

are

+ qiytagkl

+ qiz’azkl

= flilk

(18)

9

U,v, w

k,l

( aUzjaUz~aWzz + Chxj%ymawxy

+au~javxrnawgz

+ %tyj%yfn%yy

+ %xjckzmcbxz

+ %yj%fzm%yz

+Cluzjavxm%zx
+ +
%zj%ym%ztj

After the integration

%bzj%zrnawzz

)

(19)

over the Eulerian angles for the terms in (19), the effective scatterer

tensor for species i becomes

(20)

Another

method

to find (20) is to carry out all tensor operations

the local coordinates

involving

and then rotate the result into the global coordinates

B is readily applicable

to arrive at (20).

Substituting

I’)s and q’s in

where appendix

(20) in (2) and using the result in

(1) yield the effective permittivity

Zeff =

Cg +
[

The effective
entation

two-phase
bedded

+~i,fzz,niz)

medium

as indicated

species.

The above

containing

medium

section, the effective permittivity
backscattering

coefficients

(21)

in (21), is isotropic

due to the random

result for the effective

permittivity

oriof an

multiple species of scatterers will reduce to that of a

mixing medium containing

in a background

7

i=l

permittivity,

of the scatterer

inhomogeneous

~~(bif~l~,~i~l
+6i(y,y~iy
1
a single species of randomly

oriented spheroids

[ Yueh et al. 1990; Nghiem et al., 1999a].
is used in the derivation of a complete

under the distorted

Born approximation.

em-

In the next

set of polarimetric

10
3. SCATTERING

For applications

to polarimetric

to derive the full set of polarimetric
covariance
,.

matrix.

COEFFICIENTS

remote sensing of geophysical

backscattering

An electromagnetic

media, it is necessary

coefficients constituting

wave incident on heterogeneous

the polarimetric

media is scattered

by embedded

inhomogeneities

which also dictates the wave propagation

and attenuation

characterized

by the effective

permittivity

Thus, the same

physical description
for a consistent
Consider
the direction

derivation

of the scattering

an electromagnetic

is inhomogeneous

and randomly

oriented.

are defined with ensemble
These

averages

wave impinging

function

upon layered inhomogeneous
angle of

L90i

media in

as shown in figure 1. The

medium is homogeneous. Each region in the lay-

and contains multiple species of scatterers which are
Polarimetric

scattering coefficients

of the layered media

averages of scattered fields with all polarization

are calculated

must be used

coefficients.

of wave vector ~o~ with an incident

ered configuration

in the last section.

of the media used to calculate the effective permittivity

upper half space is air and the underlying

ellipsoidal

obtained

with spatial integrations

G (D GFs), mean field F, and correlation

over products

function

combinations.

of dyadic

Green’s

C as follows

where t stands for the scatterer species t and Nn is the number of species in region n = 1,2.
The DGFs and the mean fields are given by Nghiem et al. [1990].
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Physical

properties

of the scatterers are characterized

by correlation

function

C de-

fined in the spatial and spectral domains as

which is expressed
transformation

in the global

with

(i’, ~’, 2’). Function

Eulerian

coordinate

system (i, j, 2) and related by the rotation

angles (a, ~, ~) to those in the local

@~n~k~~ is a product

coordinate

of variance I’~nj~lm and normalized

system

functional

part @t(n
@~nj~/fn(~)

=

(24)

rtnjkh@tcn(P)

where @ttn is defined in the same manner as in (3) for ellipsoidal scatterers with %1, &YJ!
and liz~ replaced
Variance

by ltnZJ, ltnyl, and 1~~~~for species -t in region n.

I’tnj k lm

is related to local principal

(4) but the last term in the product

Note that all quantities
the effective

with subscript
the auxiliary
coordinates,

in the right-hand

permittivity;

species and subscript

is complex

here subscript

variance 6t

~j
lkl

which is defined as in

conjugated

side of (25) is the same as in the calculation
t (instead

n is for region n as indicated

i replaced by tn, ~tn for the scatterers,

of i as in (4)) is used to denote
earlier.
%

For ~’s in (25),

for the background,

permittivit y in region n. After the Eulerian transformations
element rt~ j k Im in the fourth-rank
X,y, z
rt~jklm

=

x
u ,V

&nuv%jkaulm

of
the

(5) is used
and ~gn for

into the global

variance tensor ~t~ becomes

12

When integrations
orientations

=&nxlxlaxjkaxlm

+ btn~)ytaxjkaylm

+ &nx’z’axjkazlm

+Jtny’x’ayjkaxha

+ &n~l~JU~jkClyrm

+ &ny).l

+&nz’x’azjkaxZm

+ ~tnz’y’azjkaylm

+ &nz’z’azjkazlm

over Eulerian angles of the probability

CJyjkazlm

density function

(26)

(8) for random

are applied to the variances in (26), the averaged variance is defined, for latter

consideration,

as

(27)

Each of the 6 subscripts

u, j, k, v, J, or m has three components

Z? v> and Z; thus~ there

are 36 or 729 terms to be integrated over the Eulerian angles in (27) and among those 540
integrations

turn out to be zero. The non-zero

With the above correlation
determined

functions,

by (22) to obtain polarimetric

results are presented in appendix

correlations

C.

of the scattered fields can now be

scattering coefficients

defined by [iVghiem et al.,

1990]
(28)

where subscript

o denotes

or K can be horizontal
to the target,

incident

fields and .s for scattered

(h) or vertical

and A is the illuminated

area.

and vertical returns is p = Ohhvv/@hhhh

All integrations

Conventional

v, r,

backscattering
coefficient

coefficients

p between

the

OVVUV.

in (22) are carried out analytically

the Eulerian angles which maybe

p,

(v) polarization , r is the range from the antenna

are ahh ~ ~h~hh, OVU= OVVVV,and Ohv = ~huhu. Correlation
horizontal

fields, subscripts

intensive in computer

except the triple integration
time for numerical solution.

over
Under

13
the low-frequency
is obtained

approximation,

an analytical solution, which is computationally

and the result is expressed

in which – 1 or d is for down-going

as

wave and 1 or u for up-going

have been derived by Nghiem et al. [1990]. Quantity

wave. Expressions

for ~‘s

W~$fim for region 1 in (29) is

Wa;cd

(30)

~jk’m=12=d~l”d~

12”dop(a@~)rt’jk’ml’fcd

where Iiabed
1 is the integral of the correlation
component

efficient,

function

and the phase in region 1 over the z

of the spectral domain and thickness dl; the integral is carried out under the

low frequency

condition

as

With (26), (27), and (30) W~~fim is arranged in the following

W$.f,rn
Similarly, quantity

= AtljklmItl

simple form

abed

(32)

W~$~lm for region 2 in (29) is
Wfwr$

t2jklm

(33)
‘12=d~lTd~12=dap’a~~’rt

2’k’ml’~r8

where the integral of l~~f$ is carried out under the low frequency

approximation

for thick-

ness (d2 – dl ) of region 2 as

~-i(~pq -~,,)da
=

27ri@t’((o)
[

_ e-i(~pq-tc.,

Icpq— tc~~

)dl

1

(34)
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From the results in (26), (27), and (33), it is observed

wg.y,m

=

basis.

ellipsoidal

Both scattering

scattering coefficients

regions in this configuration

are expressed in the

contain multiple

species of

and the scattering media are effectively isotropic due to the random orientation.

For a simpler configuration
the results are applicable
the model

(35)

At2jklmI~~r=

Note that the above results for the polarimetric
scattered

that W~$~lm is simply

is applied

such as a half space or a scattering

by just setting the appropriate

to study the polarimetric

scattering

layer over a half space,

thicknesses.
properties

In the next section,
from heterogeneous

media.

4. RESULTS

4.1.

Effects

of Scatterer

Shapes

In natural media, the shape of scatterers such as ice grains in snow is particularly
jected to temperature,

medium metamorphoses,

or environmental

variations.

sub-

The model in

this paper accounts for various shapes which can be spherical, prolate or oblate spheroidal,
or ellipsoidal

in general.

and fractional
permittivity

volume,

For an inhomogeneous

medium with a fixed number of scatterers

the shape of the scatterers is a significant factor on the effective

and the scattering coefficients of the medium.

shape, consider

a layered medium described

an air background

and embedded

scatterers

(3.15 + i 0.002)e0 for ice at the C-band
has a perrnittivity

To study effects of the scatterer

in figure 2. The scattering
of 2070 fractional

frequency

of ~ = 5 GHz.

of (6.0 + i 0.6)to which is in the permittivity

volume

region consists of
and permittivity

The underlying
range for soil.

medium

10

Four different
oblate spheroidal,

shapes of scatterers

and ellipsoidal.

are investigated:

The fractional

kept the same in all cases and the non-spherical

spherical,

prolate

spheroidal,

volume and the number of scatterers are
scatterers are randomly

oriented.

For the

ellipsoidal

shape, the longest correlation

length is taken to be equal to that of the prolate

spheroidal

shape, the shortest correlation

length is the same as that of the oblate spheroid,

and the meridian
longer correlation
calculated

correlation

is chosen by setting the surface area (defined

lengths) identical to that of the oblate spheroid.

effective permittivities

corresponding

by the two

Correlation

lengths and

to the various shapes are reported in table

1. It is seen that the effective permittivit y is increasing when the scatterer

shape varies

from spherical,

Permittivity

to prolate

spheroidal,

and then to oblate

spheroidal

forms.

results for the ellipsoids and oblate spheroids are similar due to the similar cross sections
of the scatterers in the two cases.

qjf 1

Shape

41=1

~lv’

1121

Spherical

0.15 mm

0.15 mm

0.15 mm

(1.29 + i 1.95 X 10-4)c()

Prolate

0.05 mm

0.05 mm

1.35 mm

(1.31 + i2.27 X 10-4)c0

Oblate

0.58 mm

0.58 mm

0.01 mm

(1.33 + i 2.63 x 10-4)c0

Ellipsoidal

1.35 mm

0.25 mm

0.01 mm

(1.32 + i2.64

Table 1. Correlation

Differences

lengths and effective permittivities.

in the scatterer shape are also manifested in scattering coefficients.

larized backscattering
cillations

x 10-4) co

coefficients

Copo-

for different scatterer shapes are shown in figure 3. Os-

in the curves of the scattering

coefficients

are due to multiple interactions

with
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the layer boundaries.

The copolarized

backscattering

tion increases

from the spherical,

copolarization

results for the ellipsoidal

cross-polarized

to prolate,

increases as the scatterer cross sec-

and then to oblate

and the oblate spheroidal

spheroidal

form,

forms are similar.

returns, the spherical case gives zero value under the first-order

Born approximation.
ers are plotted

Cross-polarized

as a function

backscattering

of incident

coefficients

scatter-

angles in figure 4. The oblate spheroids

returns while the ellipsoids

and the prolate

spheroids

polarization

effect due ‘to the same size in their longest correlation

For

distorted

for non-spherical

the highest

The

provide

have a similar crosslengths.

As illustrated,

the ellipsoids behave as a hybrid between the oblate and the prolate spheroids.
A common

feature in all of the cases for the different shapes is the effective isotropy

of the inhomogeneous
rendered

isotropic

medium.

by random

speed and attenuation
and vertical

waves.

a small phase.
of incident

Eflects

scatterer

orientations

in the inhomogeneous

Magnitudes

of p plotted

scatterers,

with no preferred

isotropic

This results in correlation

the medium
direction.

is

Wave

medium is the same for horizontal

coefficient

p between

h and v waves with

in figure 5 show a similar variation

angles for the different shapes of the scatterers with a stronger

effect from non-spherical

4.2.

For the case of non-spherical

as a function
decorrelat ion

scat terers.

of Multiple Species

The multi-species
like scatterers.

model in this paper allows the coexistence

Effects of multiple

species are studied

with the configuration

in figure 6, which corresponds

to a Soybean

where the canopy was modeled

with only disc-like scatterers.

Canwy

of disc-like and needle-

[ c~~ e 9- ~$- g~~ Nd~em

described

et al”> ~ Og$d

The soil surface is rough and
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all input parameters

are given by Nghiem et al. [1999a].

Now, needle-like
total scatterer

scatterers are introduced

fractional

into the canopy by allocating

volume to the new scatterer species whose permittivity

to be the same as that of the disc-like scatterers.
prolate

spheroidal

volume

of an individual

scatterer

shape with correlation
needle-like

for the given parameters.

oblate spheroids,

part of the

The needle-like

form is depicted

lengths of 0.3 mm and 5.0 mm.

scatterer

is taken
by a

Note that the

is much smaller than that of the disc-like

Three cases are considered

here:

Case 1 has 100%

Case 2 has 85% oblate and 1570 prolate, and Case 3 has 7070 oblate and

30% prolate spheroids.
Backscattering
species,

decrease , as seen in figure 7, for increasing

the effective
consideration.

pedestal

the phase of correlation

While the magnitude

figure 8, intensity
scatterers

returns is more than that in the cross-polarized

isotropy,

needle-like

Figure 7 also shows that the decrease

which has a smaller total cross section.

in the copolarized

4.$.

coefficients

coefficient

return.

Again due to

p is small for the cases under

of p for different mixtures are similar as indicated

ratio e = o~u /o~k is higher for a mixture

containing

as shown in figure 9. This will result in a copolarized
[Nghiem et al., 1990] indicating

a stronger depolarization

in

more needle-like

signature with a higher
effect.

Applications

This section presents applications
scattering

signatures from inhomogeneous

a high permittivity
multi-species

strongly

medium.

of the multi-species
media.

model to study polarimetric

A very lossy species of scatterers

affects wave propagation,

attenuation,

and scattering

with
in a

This model includes such a species together with other scattering

species to investigate

effects of moisture in a scattering

medium

such as polar ice sheets.

Effects of frost flowers on thin saline ice are also studied with a multi-species

mixtures of

fanlike ice crystals and brine inclusions.
Temperature

changes cause variations in moisture content of snowpack such as polar

ice sheets, which are important
al., 1985].

The configuration

and two species of spherical

to global climate due to their vast coverage

in figure 10 is a half space consisting
scatterers:

one with fractional

sizes [ Yueh et al., 1990]. Backscattering
corresponding

to the operating

coefficient

parameters

volume of 0.3 and a relative

Aperture

moisture

from dry to wet conditions

contents

increase in moisture

Radar),

content

and the change in backscatter
Leads in the Arctic

is plotted

ellipsoids

part brine [Perovich
correlation

lengths

fanlike form.

aVV at 5.3 GHz and 20° incident angle,

as a function

Remote

of ice grain size for various

in figure 11. The results show that a small
by several dB

is larger for a drier condition.

icepack

are important

by the formation

to heat exchange

with the atmosphere

1982]. Surface characteristics

of thin sea ice

of frost flowers with a high salinity

1994]. This layer is simulated with a mixture containing

and Richter-Menger,
oriented

lengths are determined from scatterer

(1 Yo) can cause a decrease in the backscatter

and salt flux into the upper ocean [Maykui,
in leads are dominated

volume and a

of ERS- 1 SAR (the First European

Sensing Synthetic

and brine infiltration
and Richter-Menger,

by a volume
1994].

[Perovich
randomly

ratio of three parts ice and one

The ice crystals are characterized

11lZJ = 0.1 mm, lllY1 = 2 mm, and .411zt = 3 mm to describe

Covered

et

of an air background

permittivit y of 3.15 + iO.0012 for ice grain, the other with variable fractional
relative permittivit y of 65 + i34 for water. Correlation

[ Thomas

under the multi-species

medium

is an anisotropic

with
the

layer of saline
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ice composed

of ellipsoidal

in an ice background
dominated
Model

brine inclusions preferentially

[Nghiem

by brine inclusions

characterization

13 compared

The inhomogeneities

and this layer is modeled

parameters

polarimetric

data obtained

et al., 1999h].

oriented in the vertical direction

with a single scattering

backscattering

results obtained
scatterometer

(center frequency

Laboratory

Experiment

[Nghiem et al., 1994] for thin saline ice. The continuous

S compare

with a smooth

Figure

from the model with measured

at C-band

GHz) during the Cold Regions Research and Engineering

symbol

species.

are given in figure 12 for the layered media.

by the JPL polarimetric

(CRRELEX93)

in the ice layer are

in 1993

curves without

well with the measured data. These curves are for the layered medium

surface without

the covering layer, which correspond

of the bare saline ice for the CRRELEX93

to the configuration

measurements.

Then, the covering layer is included in the model to simulate the frost-flower
tion. Note that the interface between this formation
described
cm.

by an rms height of o,

This small-scale

by Perovich

frost flowers.

Polarimetric

small perturbation

method

scattering

on the cross-polarized

backscattering
return.

length of t,

bumps or small protrusions

[1994] to serve as nucleation

from the surface roughness

and included

The curves with symbol

increase copolarized

characterizes

and Richter-Menger

in the total polarimetric

= 1
which

sites for the

is calculated
signatures

with the
[Nghiem et

S on figure 13a indicate that this covering layer can
coefficients

by several dB while there is little impact

Figures 13b and 13C show that the complex

efficient p has a magnitude

closer to one and a smaller phase; this behavior

to the isotropic

characteristics.

scattering

forma-

and the saline ice has some roughness

= 1 mm and a surface correlation

surface roughness

are suggested

al., 1999b].

at 5

This is caused by the random

correlation

co-

is more similar
orientation

of

20
the ellipsoids in the covering layer and the nondirectional
Figure 14 compares

the normalized

polarization

feature of the surface roughness.

signatures an as a function

of orientation

angle ac and ellipticit y angle @c [Nghiem et al., 1990]. The signature of the covered layered medium

has a maximum

corresponding

in the middle (aC = 90° and ~C = 0° ) and a lower pedestal

to a weaker depolarization

effect [Nghiem e-i al., 1990].

5. SUMMARY

This paper presents a model for layered inhomogeneous
species of scatterers

to calculate

polarimetric

backscattering

allowed to have different size, shape, and permittivity.
theory is extended
mittivity

to account

with a random

for the multi-species

distribution

media containing
signatures.

of orientations

The species are

The strong permittivity
in the derivation
characterized

multiple

fluctuation

of the effective per-

with Eulerian rotation

angles.
Polarimetric
ical description
torted

backscattering

used in the effective

Born approximation,

tions over Eulerian
also obtained
orientation
cross section

coefficients are obtained consistently

Under the first-order

coefficients

angles, which can be carried out numerically.

distribution.

The model

give higher effective

of the scatterers

calculation.

results for the scattering

under the low-frequency

dom orientation

permittivity

approximation
indicates

permittivity

involving

contain

dis-

triple integra-

Analytical

results are

729 terms for the random

that non-spherical
and stronger

with the same phys-

scatterers

scattering

with larger

effects.

The ran-

renders the medium isotropic for all scatterer shapes; however, the shapes
are important

to cross-polarized

returns and magnitudes

of polarimet-

21
ric correlation
spheroids,

coefficient

the oblate

p. For a mixture

species contributes

species increases the cross-polarized
The. multi-species

model

polarization

Effects

of a multi-species

and frequency)

layer such as frost-covered

RELEX93.

Then,

terface can significantly
signature

becomes

tiple species,

advances

toward

for multi-species

air and brine inclusions

in a scattering

content

medium.
at C band

in snowpack.

saline ice is also studied.
data at 5 GHz from CR-

The results suggest that the frost cover with a rough in-

closer to the isotropic

to account

and the prolate

is used to simulate the frost cover with a layer of fanlike

However, the media in natural conditions
extended

well with measured

increase the backscatter

the model

of moisture

are very sensitive to moisture

results for bare saline compare

crystals with brine infiltration.

(needle-like)

coefficients for the vertical polarization

Theoretical

the model

and prolate

more to the total backscatter

allows the inclusion

covering

(disc-like)

intensity ratio e = o~V/aM.

The model indicates that backscattering
(ERS-1

of oblate

from thin saline ice and the polarimetric

characteristics.
a better

With the consideration

representation

are more complicated

in anisotropic

under environmental

of mul-

of geophysical

media.

and the model needs to be

media such as columnar

effects such as temperature

sea ice with

variations.

APPENDICES

A. Eulerian

Rotations

between Local and Global Coordinates

To relate the local scatterer

coordinate

system (x’, y’, z’ ) to the global

coordinate

system (Z, y, z), Eulerian angle a, 0, and 7 are used as illustrated in figure Al”
The rotation

a (O < a < 27r) about

.z’ axis, ~ (O < @ < n) about

yl axis, and

22
7 (O < -Y < 27r) about 22 axis are described

with the following

relations

[l”’””llil=[:!;
[1[
(Ala)

l”[]

X2

Y2

xl

=Fp.

y~

Z2

.[:::].[]

(Alb)

Z1

x

X2

.[::7:;:].[]

[1 1
Y

=?$.

z

and the resultant
coordinates

Y2

(Ale)

Z2

Eulerian transformation

which rotates the global to the local scatterer

is
x)
Y’
,[ z)

L

– cos ~ sin @

— sin y cos ~ cos a — cos ~ sin cu

(A2)
Cos p

11

z

23
B. Average

over Eulerian

This appendix

Angles

shows the average over the random

rian angles, of the product

orientation,

between tensor ~ and orientation

described

probability

by Eule-

density function

P(~, P, 7). ‘The averaging ,integral is

(Bl)

where P(CZ,9, y) = sin fl/(8n2)

=
T=

and rotation

cos’ycos

/?cosa-sin~sina

—sin~cos

/3coscu-cos~sinck

sin @ cos a

cos~cos

flsina+sin~cosa

—sin~cos

~sincr+cos~cosa

sin/3 sin a

– cos ~ sin @

[

Tensor ~(?) in the global coordinates

Explicitly,

tensor ? is given by

sin 7 sin ~
(z, y, .z) is obtained

the elements of ~(t) in the global coordinates

Cos p
with the rotation

(B2)
1

operation

are

(B4a)

(ZY = – (t’ (sin 7 cos ~ cos2 ~ cos2 a + COS2T cos /3 sin a cos a
— sin2 y cos /3 sin o cos a – sin ~ cos ~ sin2 a)

24
– ~Y/ (sin ~ cos y cos2 ~ sin2 a – COS2~ cos /? sin a cos a
+ sin2 ~ cos @ sin a cos a – sin 7 cos ~ cos2 a)
(B4b)

- & (sin7 cos~ sin2 P) = t=’azcv + Cy’agzy + t.’azcy

(YX =(x’axyx+ (Ylayyx
+ (Z’azyx
= (X’axxy
+ (Y’avxy
+ bazxy

COS2
PCOS2
~+ COS2
7 sin2
CV+

tyv
=CX’(sin27

2 sin7

COS7 Cos

Psin~

(B4d)

~)

COS

+(Y1 (sin2 ~ C052/3 sin2 a + cos2 ~ cos2 o – 2 sin ~ cos ~ cos ~ sin a cos a)

+(.’

(sin2-jIsin20)

(B4e)

= tx~axyy + (Y’ayyy + (Z’azyy

tyz = – f=, (sin~ sin@ cos @ COS2a + cos~ sin~ sins cos a)
– (YI (siny sin~cos/?sin20
–&l

(– sin~sin@cos

<2X=bazzx +

(Y’ayzz +

– cos ~ sin /3 sin a cos a)

/?) = &laZYZ + tv’avvz + &’aZYZ

(Z’azzz= (X’a==z
+

(Y’ayxz +

[Z’azzz

(B4f)

(B4g)

(B4i)
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Integrating

over the above elements yields

(@=

~“d~~”d~l’”da

p(~,~,-y)

da p(~,~,~)

&

= ~ (fzI + (YI + t,I)

(B5a)

&Y = ~ (tz’ + (Y’ + ‘$2’)

(B5b)

L.

(B5c)

(’,,)=l’’d~i’d~i’=
(t.z)

= ~’”dy~rdpj’=da

p(~,p,~)

=

;

(b

+

[YI

+

b)

o

(&)

= ((VX) = ~’”d~~”dp~’”d~
o
0

p(o,~,~)

<y= = ‘O

(B5d)

(f..)

= ((ZX) = ~’”d~~’dp~’rd~

p(a,~,~)

&z = ()

(B5e)

p(a,p,~)

&y = O

(B5f)

(’$,Z) = (tw)
For generality,
included

subscript

in the notation

= ~’”d~~”dp~’”da
i for the scatterer
of fj)

scatterer species i = 1,2,3,...,

(j’

species i and bfor

= z’>Y’>z’)

the background

are not

which can take on the value of fijl

N or (bj I for the background.

for

The above results are used to

obtain (9). When ~ is replaced by S, (12) is obtained,

C. Coefficients

in Variances

Polarimetric
which
random

scat tering coefficients

are integrals
orientation

angles of the probability

over the Eulerian

and the variances in the global coordinates.

variance averaged over the orientation

Atnjk{m

derived in this paper involve the term

=

There are six subscripts

associated

Atnjk/m

function

of the

is considered

a

and defined by

‘~~’”d~~=d~~’”d~
U,v

density

Atnjk/m

o

~ta(~,~,~)

&nuv@jk%lm

0

with coefficient

a’s in the above equation.

script can be z, y, or z; therefore, there are 36 = 729 terms in total.

Each sub-

After being integrated,

26
540 terms become
Coefficient
instance,

zero and the remaining non-zero

a’s, given in appendix
consider

the following

terms are presented in this appendix.

B, come from the rotation operation
integration

of the product

on the tensors.

of the orientation

For

probability

and azzcazzc

[cos’~cos’~cos’0

+ sin’ y sin’ a

+ 4 sin’ T cos’ ‘y cos’ @ sin’ a COS2a
+ 2 sin’7

cos’ T COS2/3 sin’ a COS2a

– 4 sin ~ COS3~ cos3 @ sin a COS3a
–4 sin3 ~ cos y cos ~ sin3 a cos a] = ~

The results of the integrations
values: 1/5,

2/15,

1/15,

due to the symmetry
operator

show that many combinations

or – 1/30. Actually,

in the combinations

of a’s have one of the

the results can be written in compact

of the subscripts.

forms

By defining the averaging

L as

the non-zero

terms can simply be expressed

as

(C2a)
(C2b)

(C2C)
(C2d)

27
where subscript

r, s, u, v, or w can be x, y, or z. Followed are some examples
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Figure

,.

Figure

1.

Inhomogeneous

Figure

2.

Parameters

Figure

3.

Captions

media with multiple species of scatterers.

to study effects of scatterer shapes.

Copolarized

backscattering

coefficients

H = a~~ and V = u..

for different

scatterer shapes.

Figure

4.

Cross-polarized

Figure

5.

Magnitudes

of correlation

Figure

6.

Parameters

to study effects of multiple species.

Figure

7.

Backscattering

mixture,

backscattering

coefficients

coefficient

coefficients

for different scatterer shapes.

p for different scatterer shapes.

for different mixtures of multiple species.

the top curve is for o~~, middle for OVV,and bottom

Figure 8.

Magnitudes

of correlation

For each

for o~V.

coefficient p for different mixtures of multiple species.

Intensity ratio e = o~V/a~~ for different mixtures of multiple species.

Figure

9.

Figure

10.

Parameters

Figure

11.

Backscattering

Figure

12.

Parameters

Figure

13.

Polarimetric

of a half-space

coefficient

multi-species

u..

model for dry and wet snowpack.

as a function of grain size for various moisture

contents.

circle,

of a layered multi-species

scattering

and X are for measured

curves without

symbol

model for frost-covered

results for bare and frost-covered

data from CRRELEX93

saline ice.

saline ice: square,

for bare saline ice; continuous

S are model results for bare saline ice; and continuous

curves with

31
symbol

Figure

S are model results for frost-covered

14.

Normalized

copolarized

saline ice.

polarimetric

signatures

of (a) bare and (b) frost-

covered saline ice.

Eulerian angles : (a) a is the rotation

Figure

Al.

rotation

angle about yl axis, and (c) ~ is the rotation

angle about

z’ axis, (b) @ is the

angle about .zZ axis,

Y

OOi

Region O

Region

1

Homogeneous

Heterogeneous Medium

N1 = number of scatter species
h+,

&#>

&12’

s corr. lengths

‘c~il= perrnittivity of species t
tetl

= volume of species t (%)

~bl = background permittivity
tbl

background volume (%)

=

z = –dl
Region

2

Heterogeneous Medium

N2 = number of scatter species
L2z’ , &2y’ , G2z’ s

corr. lengths

Q’2

= permittivity of species t

j#t2

=

volume of species i (%)

C62= background permittivity
& = background volume (%)
Region 3
63 =

Homogeneous Medium

permittivity of medium

Figure 1
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Inhomogeneous Medium :
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